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Once again, I want to ensure that basic functionality of the app works and afterwards focus on the actual design of the app and making sure it looks aesthetically pleasing.

Within a few weeks I want to test the app with the back-end to make sure that all necessary databases are created, etc.
Things to look for in Demo Video

- UITextViews, UIDatePicker and the UIView itself can now all be scrolled.
- If the user clicks a text field and then clicks out of it, the appropriate text is shown (Enter Event Name… or Enter Description…)
- A map and search bar have been added.
My progress so far- iOS simulator video
Future Goals

> I still need to work on using Google Autocomplete Places to select a meeting location.

> I need to create a “Done” button that when clicked will check to make sure that the user has entered all necessary information about the new event and if so, will store the entered data to then be passed on to the back-end and eventually be shown on the main screen.
Exploring Australia

At the Australia Zoo!
Posing with the Irwin Family statues

Furry Friends :)

Exploring Australia

My first time ever seeing a kangaroo- I pet one for 30 minutes!

Taking a 2 hour long Pilates class at Sunshine Beach in Noosa
Exploring Australia

At the Market in Eumundi where we saw many Australian crafts

The water was very warm and we ended up going swimming in Noosa!
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